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Minnesota, USA

Regular City Council Meeting Minutes
City Hall Council Chambers, 2660 Civic Center Drive
Monday, March 25, 2019
1.

Roll Call
Mayor

Roe

Order:

Etten, Willmus, Laliberte, Groff

called

the meeting to

order

at

approximately 6: 00 p. m.

and

Roe.

Voting and Seating
City Manager Patrick Trudgeon and

City Attorney Mark Gaughan were also present.
2.

Pledge of Allegiance

3.

Approve

Agenda

No changes

were made.

Groff moved, Etten seconded, approval of the agenda as presented.

Roll Call
Ayes: Etten, Willmus, Laliberte, Groff and Roe.
Nays:

4.

None.

Public Comment

Mayor Roe called for public comment by members of the audience on any non-agenda
items. No one appeared to speak.

5.

Recognitions, Donations, and Communications
a.

Arbor Day Proclamation

Mayor Roe read the Arbor Day Proclamation, proclaiming April 26, 2019 as Roseville Arbor Day.

Laliberte moved, Etten seconded, naming April 26, 2019 Arbor Day in Roseville.
Roll Call
Ayes: Etten, Willmus, Laliberte,

Groff and Roe.

Nays: None.

b.

Fair Housing Month Proclamation

Mayor Roe read the Fair Housing Month Proclamation and proclaimed April
2019 Fair Housing Month.

Etten moved, Groff seconded, naming April 2019 as Fair Housing Month in Roseville.

Roll Call
Ayes:

Etten, Willmus,

Laliberte, Groff

and

Roe.
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Nays:

c.

None.

Days of Remembrance Proclamation
Mayor Roe read the Days of Remembrance

Proclamation

and proclaimed

April

2019 Days of Remembrance.

Laliberte moved, Etten seconded, naming April 2019 Days of Remembrance in
Roseville.

Roll Call

Ayes: Etten, Willmus, Laliberte, Groff and Roe.
Nays: None.

6.

Items Removed from Consent Agenda

Recess

Mayor Roe recessed the meeting at approximately 6: 10 p. m., and reconvened at approximately
6: 11 p. m.
7.

Business Items
a.

Joint Meeting with Finance Commission
Mayor Roe stated the members of the Finance Commission were with the City
Council for the Annual Joint Meeting.
Finance Commission Chair Schroeder indicated five members of the Commission
were

at

the meeting.

She introduced Commissioners Matt Harold, Ed Hodder,

John Murray, Jack Reif.
Commissioner Harold presented the Capital Improvement Plan review with the

City

Council.

He indicated the Finance Commission is no longer recommending

the three different levels of categories but are basically keeping the third level,
which is the highest cost asset.
What the Commission is recommending, is that

any purchases of$ 500, 000 or greater that are either a new asset for the City or is
substantially changing the purpose of an existing asset, receive further scrutiny in
the capital investment process.

Commissioner Harold stated for these assets, the Commission is recommending

two different pieces. The first includes a summary of the financial implications of
the purchase which includes the description, a narrative of the reasoning behind

why the purchase is being made, the cost, the funding sources, as well as where
applicable, long-term financial information, such as impacts to the operating
budget or potential impacts to the CIP or other long- range items.
Commissioner Harold stated the second piece the Commission is recommending
is basically a look back on previous large asset purchases the City has made.
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Chair Schroeder stated on the look back, it is not a judgement, it is more of can

the City learn from it.
Councilmember

Etten stated the Finance

Commission

had some discussion

in

their notes about classifications for what would be looked back on as well as if the

Commission wanted to ask the Council to consider looking back on purchases in
the last five years and where did that conversation

go.

Chair Schroeder stated that is where the Commission is looking for guidance on.
She stated there were no timeframes on some of that and where the Commission
wanted

Council

to find
want

to

out
go

what

would

back five

be

years

of

interest to the Council

to do.

Would

the

She stated the Commission felt it

to do that?

would make sense but was looking for guidance as well.
Councilmember Etten asked if the Commission had a sense on the number of look
backs.

Commissioner Murray stated there was discussion about looking back yearly but
felt that would be a bit much so maybe on a three- year basis.
Mayor Roe imagined it depended on how many of these projects there are and
how frequently the projects occur.

Chair Schroeder stated the Commission did not want to put in a specific time for
projects

knowing

that

some

projects

could

be different from

one

another.

She

stated the Commission talked about whether there should be a time put in the pol-

icy and the Commission felt it could not be done. When a project is being looked
at, part of that process could be to look back at it in a certain amount of time.
Councilmember Etten stated one of the categories that was in the front- end policy

was around revenue and there are some things the City does has revenue attributed to it. He appreciated the discussion that a lot of what the City does is not about

making money, it is about the services it is providing to the community. He asked
whether the Commission discussed having a revenue component to the look back.
Chair Schroeder stated that was definitely a part of the look back.
Councilmember Etten asked if it was intentionally not on the list.
Chair Schroeder thought in the examples, it can be seen.

Councilmember Etten stated he saw the revenue component in the example but
was not

in

the RCA,

so

he

was not

sure where

it

was.
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Chair Schroeder thought Councilmember Etten was correct in that some things do

not have revenue, or some things are not designed to make money, but the Com-

mission did talk about revenue as being a part of that and is something that could
be modified in the policy as well.
Councilmember

Laliberte

stated one thought she had was maybe the creation of a

template where things like revenue could be on the template and may not have
anything to fill in all of the time, but it is outside of policy which sometimes gets
lost.

She suggested developing or drafting a template that could go with an item
when it is being discussed and vetted.
Mayor Roe thought the examples would go forward with the document to help
with the look back.

Chair Schroeder thought the examples could be included in the template, so some-

thing is not forgotten.
Commissioner Groff stated this was very helpful to him and looking at the examples gave him a perspective on some of the work the Commission has been doing.

He thought it would be really helpful to have that sort of information because it
it down

condenses

rather

than

reading

it

through

all

of

the

minutes.

He agreed

with Councilmember Laliberte' s template idea as it would be very helpful for
him.

Councilmember

Willmus appreciated the second look the Finance Commission

has taken on this policy.
Etten

Councilmember

wondered

about

what

the Council

wanted

to include.

He

stated one of the examples in the report included Public Works roads and side-

walks, for examples. When he thinks about roads, it is rare to add a road unless it

is necessary for a new development and when adding sidewalks, it is part of the
City' s Sidewalk Master Plan that has been vetted through Commissions and the
Council.
He would not be inclined to thinking about this kind of format for those
projects, usually because the projects are part of a bigger plan.
Mayor Roe thought a sidewalk project might have several smaller segments in a
year

is

that

might

part of a

cross

larger

the $

project.

500, 000 threshold but in reality, each of those projects
So, he did not know if he would think of those project

along those lines.

Commissioner Murray stated the golf course, strip center, and park buildings,
would

be

projects

to include.
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Chair Schroeder stated the Commission did talk about those projects as well. Part
of that was just to make sure people were aware there are additional

expenses go-

ing into the budget going forward.
Councilmember Willmus asked if the Finance Commission was looking to limit
specifically to projects and not an acquisition of an expensive piece of equipment,
for example.

Chair

indicated the Commission

Schroeder

does

not

want

to limit anything.

She

stated if the item is already in the CIP with the amount then did the Council really
want to see the project because it has already been vetted.

Commissioner Harold stated a big thing with that is highlighting either additions
or replacements that are substantially different.

Councilmember Willmus stated when looking at new development, you are looking at roads and infrastructure which are often costs borne by the developer. The

long-term maintenance of those assets, when turned over to the City, is something
that would need to be tracked.

Councilmember Groff stated the part he found important was maintenance costs
on

these different items.

lighted

enough

for

He thought sometimes that gets forgotten or is not high-

the public

to think

If there was someway that could be

about.

incorporated in, he would like to see that.

Chair Schroeder stated the Commission wanted to make sure if a new asset is pur-

chased, what is it going to take to maintain and over time, it will need to be replaced as well so to be aware of what that entails.

Mayor Roe thought it was fair to say that while policy uses a $ 500, 000 threshold,
he could imagine the Council would be looking at the ongoing rehabilitation and
replacement

costs,

operational

on

costs,

maintenance

some

less- than-$ 500, 000

items as well.

Mayor Roe referenced Attachment A, policy language, the first paragraph, noting

this is carried forward from the policy well before the City had a Finance ComHe

mission.
nance"

stated

on

the

second

line, line 4, it

starts

with

the

word " mainte-

and he thought from some previous conversations, the Council wants to

get away from talking about maintenance when talking about capital rehabilitation
costs because maintenance is a different thing.

Mayor Roe referenced the paragraph on lines 13- 16 and stated he was not one
hundred

percent

sure

he liked

the

idea

of

striking

it

all

together.

He though the

sense of that is something he would like to somehow keep in the policy because
he liked

what

it

was

saying.

He

would

like

the Commission

to think

about

some
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ways to keep the spirit and idea of what is being talked about in that paragraph in
the policy.
Mayor Roe stated on Attachment A, the example fiscal note, on the expenditures

side of things on page 7 of 9, is the depreciation category intended to be sort of a
capital set- aside amount the City wants to be sure to program in as an operating
cost.

Chair Schroeder indicated it was correct.

Councilmember

A,

ment

preciated

Etten
4

page

of

Commission

the

this

thought

9, it talks

about

settled

was

the
on

great

for

guidelines

guidelines.

He stated in Attach-

openness.

for

capital

replacement.

He ap-

One question he had is whether

projects necessary for public health and safety, or to meet legal mandates."
Question number two is directed around maintaining existing assets, but what is

missing is replacement of a lot of the City' s general things that may not be a matter

of

health

and

safety.

He noted that health and safety might be a fire truck or

emergency equipment or even playground equipment, but he wondered what hapflooring in City Hall. Those things do not
get addressed in this and he would like to combine the ideas of one and two and
projects that are replaced to read " replace or maintain existing assets" versus the

pens

if

an

IT

server

is

needed,

or new

next one " projects that expand existing assets or services in order to benefit the
Good"

Public

benefit

the

or four " projects that purchase new assets or services in order to

Looking at replacing what the City has, expanding

Good."

Public

what the City has, and then adding completely new assets.
Commissioner Harold stated when the guidelines were written, public health and

safety were not being thought of like as just fire trucks and police cars or what
some

people

might

think

of as

public

safety departments.

The Commission was

thinking more of a real safety issue, such as broken play equipment. Replacement
of police equipment would be in category two rather than one.
Councilmember Etten indicated that made sense but wondered if item two could
read "

Projects that

replace

or

responsibly

maintain

existing

assets,"

because

at

some point a lot of things are not on that and the word " replace" is key to him in
this situation.

Mayor Roe appreciated the clarification on the public health and safety aspect.

Mayor Roe thought the idea with this feedback is to come back with a final draft
for the Council to adopt on the consent agenda.

Mayor Roe asked if there was anything else the Commission wanted to discuss.
Chair Schroeder stated last Monday, the cash carryover fund was voted on by the
City

Council

and

working

on

the policy

for

that

is going

to

be ongoing.
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Chair Schroeder asked if there was anything else the Council wanted the Commission to work on other than what the Commission is currently working on.
Mayor Roe did not think there was anything else at this time.
Recess

Mayor Roe recessed the meeting at approximately 6: 38 p. m., and reconvened at approximately
6: 39 p. m.
b.

Receive Fire Department Presentation for Phase II Staffing Needs

Mr. Trudgeon briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the RCA and related attachments

dated March 25, 2019, and to focus this discussion

on whether the

council is prepared at this time to direct staff to focus on implementation of staff-

ing for 8 on a shift based on the information provided.
Fire Chief O' Neill and Assistant Chief Bresnahan made a presentation to the City

Council regarding Phase II staffing needs for the Fire Department.
Councilmember Laliberte did not dispute anything said about the community of

Roseville being different, unique, or having different types of calls and needs than
She was not necessarily disputing the number of eight
neighboring communities.

based on what is provided currently for services in the community. If anything, it
is unfortunate that the City did not look at selection of staffing at five back when
the City was talking about full time, part time and certainly the City did not know
there

would

be the

attrition

the

has.

City

In her mind, there is no doubt that the

City needs to figure out how to budget for the staffing and to move forward. She
stated she was looking forward to the conversation with her colleagues because
that is the hardest

part.

She thanked the Fire Department for bringing the infor-

mation forward.

Commissioner Etten appreciated the Fire Department bringing up the concerns of

the fire fighters going into fires and having the backup crew available and certainly

for

the people who

may be in the

structure.

He wondered how that works with

the auto- aid with surrounding communities.

Chief O' Neill stated each department first needs to be self-reliant and there is no
department out there that doesn' t do that in conversations had as far as auto aid or

mutual aid. It starts with supplementing the Fire Department' s services. The Fire
Department needs to be able to first respond to any fire within the City with the
assumption

that

Fire Department

the

will

not

get

any

auto

or

mutual

aid.

After

that, there are agreements with most of the City' s neighbors for auto aid or mutual
aid due to the fact that the Fire Department tries to staff for about ninety- nine per-

cent of what the Fire Department gets and ask for help for the one percent. With
that,

that

is how

the

agreements

are

formulated.

In scenarios where there is a

structure fire, it is currently set up where the on- duty crew responds to the fire
with a call-

back for

off

duty

part-

time

and

full- time fire fighters to

respond

to the
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station

the

and

help

comes

from

the

neighboring

cities.

How that help comes or

where it comes from differs depending on the location of the fire.

Councilmember Etten stated regarding the call- back, does the Fire Department
have guidelines for the full-time fire fighters that covers where those employees
can live?

Chief O' Neill stated there is not because State Statute does not allow the City to
mandate where a full-time employee lives.
Councilmember Etten asked if it delays the Fire Department' s call-back response
time in that situation.

Chief O' Neill stated the farther the employee lives, the longer the delay it is.
Councilmember Etten stated that is the concern for him regarding going to a fulltime staff one hundred percent of the time. This would be extending the call-back
response time frame instead of shrinking it.
Chief O' Neill stated that was correct and what the Fire Department is looking at is

the concept of when the Fire Department finally gets to eight on duty, the Fire
Department will need to know the fire will be fought with the employees on duty

and the people coming to call- backs would be to support the next incident that
comes up and will probably not make the scene at all due to the auto aid and muhelping fight the fire. He noted that is similar to sixteen part- time fire
fighters the department has now. He stated one of the things the Fire Department

tual

aid

is looking at is not moving to eight on duty in one year as he does not believe that
is feasible. The Fire Department is looking at a period of time to do that, looking
at the attrition numbers of the part-time staff, and telling themselves that by the
time the Fire Department gets to 2021- 2022 timeframe, which is probably the earliest, the Fire Department would be able to achieve the goals talked about and will

be down to a handful or less of part- time staff and with that, staff would not be
able to get a truck out regardless of their proximity to the station.

Councilmember Laliberte stated Councilmember Etten was talking about the auto

aid from neighboring cities and the backup response, and while the City is having
the conversation about becoming self-reliant on its own, she would ask what as-

surance does the City have that the City' s neighbors are having this same conversation

working to become

and

self- reliant

as well.

She thought maybe the Ram-

sey County League of Local Governments needs to have that conversation because it is fine if Roseville works to become self-reliant and important to the City

but if the cities surrounding Roseville really see Roseville as their backup so those
cities

don'

t

have to become

self-reliant,

then

that put pressure on Roseville.
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Chief O' Neill

that is

stated

not

the

what

Fire Department

is moving

towards.

He

stated most of the fire departments in Ramsey County are in different places.
Some respond to a hundred calls a year, some respond to thirty- five hundred, and
some respond to seven thousand.

He stated Maplewood is in the same position as

Roseville but are a couple of years ahead of Roseville.

Maplewood went through

the transition from part- time to full- time and a combination

in between and now

Maplewood is strictly full-time firefighters and having those conversations to
make sure their on- duty staffing is enough to be able to handle their calls first and
then if there is anyone available, their fire department can help outside of MapleHe noted

wood.

Maplewood

Those are conversations

needs

to be able to provide

for their own

first.

at the Chiefs level that are had all of the time.

Councilmember Laliberte stated she appreciated the grid the Council received in

the packet and asked whether a column should be added indicating if the fire departments in other cities feel fully staffed and are the fire departments in those cities having conversations about additional staff. She wants to know that the City' s
neighbors are also working to become self-reliant.
Councilmember Groff stated it needs to be somewhat of an even exchange be-

tween Roseville and neighboring cities because the Roseville is spending the taxpayer money on Roseville' s Fire Department. That is the Council' s primary concern.

Chief O' Neill stated he agreed whole heartedly and to be honest he thought the

neighboring cities had concerns about Roseville not being self-sufficient as Roseville does about them.

Councilmember Groff indicated he has read the report and sees the need for this
but echoes the concerns of the other Councilmembers and how to get the money
to do this.

Councilmember Willmus stated with respect to some of the bigger picture items,
what

the

neighboring

cities

are

and

are

not

doing

is

a

longer- term

question.

He

hoped that is something the Fire Department and City are seriously looking at as
more

of a

Heights

regional

and

model.

Lauderdale

He thought Roseville should be talking with Falcon

about

shared

opportunities

that

are

potentially

there.

He

stated the Fire Department should be looking a little broader in Roseville to see if
some efficiencies can be gained with a larger regional model, which is something,
he would like to see them take a look at.

Councilmember Willmus stated with respect to something that can be done in-

house, seventy- two percent of Roseville calls are medical and of those, how many
are

things

some

of

that

those

are
costs.

lift

assistance.

He asked what Roseville is doing to recoup
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Chief O' Neill stated lift assist is approximately 250 a year and right now, the Fire

Department is not doing anything to recoup those costs as they do not have the
time to do billing.
Councilmember

Willmus

thought

the Fire Department

was at the point where it

will need to start finding the time.
Chief O' Neill stated there is not a lot of free time for his administrative staff to do

that and medical billing is an ` animal' by itself and one of the pieces that makes it
very complicated.

Councilmember Willmus stated he was more concerned with facilities charging
people upwards of ten thousand dollars a month to provide services for them and

perhaps there is a gap in some of those services that are provided and can be recovered.

Assistant Chief Brosnahan thought there can be a balance between providing a lift
assist at private residence versus a skilled nursing facility.
Chief O' Neill

stated

the Fire Department

staff

look into that.

can

He stated

re-

garding the regional concept, it is one of the things that he and Assistant Chief
Bresnahan feel very passionate about and have been working towards for quite a
while. He thought that at the end of the day, if he were to fast forward and look at
He thought it
fire service by 2035, will be a regional Ramsey Fire Department.
made sense but it has to come together with all of the cities wanting it and not just
one

city wanting

it.

There are also a lot of obstacles in that but there has been

huge progress made in the last five years between County fire department' s work-

ing together and doing closest unit dispatch, auto aid, so he thought there has been
a

huge

amount

of progress

in

what

he

considers

a

very

short

period

of

time.

He

also thought the City is going to work towards that because Roseville is not the
only one struggling with the concept of why doesn' t part- time work anymore.
Assistant Chief Brosnahan stated the different fire departments around Roseville

and Roseville itself have been looking at cost sharing for equipment and other

things to save everyone money and looking at joint purchasing along with joint
response is an effective way to look at regional services.

Mayor Roe thought it seemed pretty clear with the information presented tonight
and some past presentations that the eight on duty model seems to make sense.

One of the issues the City deals with in the type of services provided is that you
have to be prepared to provide that high level of service to the people in the community

in

that

very

small

percentage

of

time

when

it is

needed.

Unfortunately,

there is a cost associated with that and one of the challenges the City needs to figure

out.

He did

not

want

leader in the community,

to be in the

he did

not

position

of

think that was

doing this on the cheap.
a legacy or reputation he

As a
wants
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to have

out

Just in terms of talking about a suburban Ramsey County re-

there.

gional model, one of the things he thought that had been discovered in Roseville' s

transition over the years is that the fire fighting service is certainly one that has a
lot of tradition and history so there can be that institutional resistance to change
just because it has been done for

a certain

years

way

he

and

understood

that.

He

agreed that this transition will take some time because every community has different needs in regard to the number of calls a year.
Councilmember Etten agreed with the thoughts on some sort of a regional model

and appreciated the Fire Department looking for ways to share the purchase of
equipment with the other cities.

Councilmember Etten asked how many times a year does the Fire Department ask
for and receive auto aid and mutual aid.

Chief O' Neill stated it is about twelve times a year as every time there is a structure fire, the

City

gets

auto

He explained there is no way with Roseville' s

aid.

staffing level that the Fire Department can adequately staff a fire with the positions

by

needed

Even with the eight employees,

themselves.

the Fire Department

would not be able to do it but will get a little closer.

Councilmember Laliberte stated she thought the City and Fire Department needed
to talk about the eight employees unless someone wants to have discussion about

changing what the City provides for services because eight full- time employees
are based on what the Roseville Fire Department does.
Councilmember Etten stated he did not want to change services and thought there
were

important

pieces

to this.

The question that consistently sits for him is if

there is a role for a paid on- call attachment to this for those times when the Fire
needs
Department
help. He would like to have information on why Roseville

cannot have all part-time staff when some of the other neighboring cities can do
that.

Chief O' Neill stated it does not mean that the Fire Department cannot work with

all part-time staff but what he has structured for the Council is the most budget efficient

model

which

is

the

full- time

model

due

to the turn- over.

He stated

turn-

over is the biggest cost associated with part- time staff and is the reason why the

Fire Department has strayed away from that completely. When hiring a full-time
fire fighter, that individual comes to them fully trained and can basically be on the
street

the

next

The part-time staff comes to the Fire Department with no

day.

training in fire or EMS and takes approximately 2. 5 years of training to get the individual up to that.
During all of that time, the City is paying for the training,
which

is extremely

expensive

and

for

the

worker' s

hours

during

that

time.

What

he has found from 2005 to 2013, when the change over was started, was that on
average,

the

part-

time

people

were

leaving

at

3. 3

years,

which

is

basically

giving
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the Fire Department

eight months of value of a part- time staff. This was a busi-

ness model the Fire Department didn' t think was working for the community and

the Fire Department and was one of the foundations of why his department came
to the Council and said it was time to change the business model and move away
from part time.

Chief O' Neill stated everything he brings to the Council is with the idea of how
he

can

do this for the community

at

the

cheapest

He stated he could have

cost.

brought the Council a model that had seven on duty full-time and the eighth position would be staffed on a part- time level, which would have worked as well but

would be more expensive than what he would bring to the Council with eight fulltime staff. That is why he hesitates to do that, because he did not want to be in
the position of sitting before the Council and have someone on the Council ask
him if it would be much cheaper to go to eight full- time staff. If this is a direction

of Council or the City Manager, that is exactly what his staff will do.
Councilmember

Etten stated in the last presentation,

Chief O' Neill indicated it

would cost seventy to eighty thousand dollars to train and get personal equipment
for

a

hired

partout

timer.

One of the concerns with turnover is that people were being

to full- time

places.

He wondered if the Fire Department had a full- time

backbone, the opportunity for career advancement for those people who are start-

ing as paid on- call are then able to move into full-time ranks.
Chief O' Neill stated it would certainly be an incentive but if there is nowhere for
them to go, those employees would then leave the Fire Department as well. Most

of the full- time fire fighters the Department just hired are very young and have

not had any turn over in them for five years. The opportunities for a full- time turn
over have been limited, so his belief is that with limited opportunity for them the
City would be in the same position.
Mayor Roe asked in regard to the table, are there a number of the departments that

list quantity of part- time staff that are actually in the process of doing a transition
towards full-time that might show up as still having part- time staff.

Chief O' Neill stated some of it is data that changes almost daily and most of it is

data that the City started building back in September 2018, getting ready for this
presentation.

Other cities are changing continuously so it is hard to keep up with

the data.

Mayor Roe asked if the job pool or part- time fire fighters is not expanding and
would be a reason to hire full- time fire fighters.
Assistant

Chief Brosnahan

indicated

that

was

true.

Right now, there is a Ramsey

County Fire Fighter One Program that has its lowest enrollment in ten years,
Hennepin

Technical College

closed

their program to train

fire fighters,

and

Centu-
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ry College is not far off as far as closing their program. He thought a lot of the interest from young people getting into the field is declining.
Chief O' Neill stated even Allina, which is their medical transportation provider,

has gone to the extreme of putting on a class where Allina is paying somebody to
go to school to become an EMT or paramedic because there are not enough
EMT'

to

s or paramedics

keep

Allina'

s rigs

on

the

street.

The entire safety arena

is seeing fewer and fewer people.

Chief O' Neill stated the Fire Department does not pay enough to make it be a financial incentive for the fire fighter to be here and with the changes to PERA as

the retirement benefit, the financial benefit of long- term retirement is not there
any longer.
staff with

a

The Fire Department does not currently provide any of the part- time
benefit

He stated it is kind of a tough cycle right now and

structure.

Roseville is not the only department facing it.
Chief O' Neill continued his presentation with the Fire Department' s average

emergency response times and call types.
Dr. Burnette, Assistant Medical Director with Regions Hospital and Roseville' s

Medical Director, was at the meeting and discussed the medical operations of a
fire department.

Councilmember Etten asked if there was a reason why the Roseville Police Department couldn' t serve as a part of that extra response because the Police De-

partment is receiving some medical training or does the Police Department do
that.

Chief O' Neill stated the model of the Police Department has changed in the last
decade.

Going back to 2008, the Police Department was responding to all medi-

cals with the Fire Department because prior to that, the Police Department was the
only

medical

response

ahead

of

the

ambulance

at

that

point.

Over the years and

as their workload has increased, less and less often is the Police Department re-

sponding to the average medical with the Fire Department.
Councilmember Etten asked why the Fire Department could not move from the
basic life support to advanced life support.
Chief O' Neill

stated

the

number

one

problem would

be consistency.

He thought

there were four medics currently dispersed throughout the crews so some days,
the Fire Department would be able to provide medic level care and some days, the
Fire Department

would

not

be

able

to provide

it.

He indicated

the Fire Depart-

ment was hoping to do that sometime in the future and does have the support of
Regions

EMS to

move

in that direction.
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Assistant Chief Brosnahan continued with the presentation on Phase II staffing
needs. He discussed the equipment needed that are in the CIP.
Mayor Roe asked in regard to the Paid- On Call/ PT Model Costs ( 20 Year CIP
2020- 2039) column, if that was the current CIP as published and available today

or is that going back to the full Paid On Call/ PT.
Assistant Chief Brosnahan stated that column is going back to the full Paid OnCall/ PT.

Mayor Roe thought it would be more relevant to look at that exercise as compared
to what

is in the CIP

probably

the

right

now

versus

the full Phase

II.

He did not believe it was

full $ 1. 7 million savings but he also did not think that was a real per-

spective of where the Fire Department is right now or where the Fire Department
could

it

on

be in the future
that

basis, it

compared

would

be

to

right

now.

appreciated.

He stated if the Chief could adjust

He stated the full difference as laid out

works out to approximately the equivalent of one fire fighter cost set aside for the
CIP every year.

Assistant Chief Brosnahan stated actually the only impactful one for personnel
would be the Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE) line item.

Mayor Roe stated another thing important to note is that through some of the tran-

sition already made, the City may have counted on other capital savings to pay for
some of the Phase I.

Chief O' Neill reviewed the Personnel and Costs of a Staffing Program with the
City Council.

Mayor Roe offered an opportunity for public comment.
Public Comment

Ms. Laurel Cederburg, 534 Owasso Hills Drive

Ms. Cederburg stated she is in support of the eight fire fighters and thought the

funding increase was a good idea because Roseville fire fighters are really busy.
She noted her son has been a Fire Explorer with the Roseville Fire Department for
four

years

and

continued

to

do

some

ride

along

with

the

Fire Department.

She

stated her son has been going on many emergency calls with the Fire Department
and told her to what extent how busy the Fire Department has been.

Ms. Cederburg stated it is amazing what the Roseville fire fighters are doing, noting the fire fighters are the first ones to all of the emergencies and it is important
the

fire fighters

are

there

for

the residents.
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Ms. Cederburg stated with the opioid epidemic, which was not mentioned, and el-

derly housing popping up in the City, it is important to have the staffing for the
increase in calls. She encouraged the City Council to take a ride along or go a day
with

the Fire Department

to

what

see

the fire fighters do.

She stated

she wanted

to support this number of aid and the importance of it and as a resident, she was
really excited about this news.

Ms. Carol Rollins, Applewood Point of Roseville Facility
Ms. Rollins stated her complex is so appreciative of what the Fire Department has

doing for them. In terms of preventative work, the Fire Department helped
get an AED installed on the premise recently and have given the residents CPR

been

training, fall prevention training, and things that which are very important in the
She stated she was at the meeting to support the Fire De-

community.

elderly

partment'

s request

for the

eight

additional

fire fighters.

She noted she did a lot of

research on this and thought the comments by Chief O' Neill and Assistant Chief
Brosnahan were important for everyone to understand, specifically that the cur-

rent staffing level is unsafe for both the fire fighters in Roseville as well as the
residents

and

City

the

needed

to

fix that.

She thought this Phase II plan will ac-

complish the concerns.

Mr. Dennis Lemay, 792 Rose Place
Mr. Lemay stated he was on the Roseville Fire Department for a short time many
years ago before his original job transferred him out of the area. He noted he was
also with the Falcon Heights Fire Department for approximately fifteen years
as

working

Assistant

Chief there.

He stated he finally got his dream job as a full-

time fire fighter for Richfield and approximately five years ago, Richfield went
through the exact same thing as Roseville is doing now.

Mr. Lemay stated all of the things the Chief and Assistant Chief have brought up
are

all

the

same

things

Richfield

has

seen.

For part- time

staff the cost and turn

over is not worth the hassle and ends up wasting the city' s money. He stated it is
true that the Fire Department cannot require someone to live in the city but in
Richfield, the Fire Department did go to the State Legislature

and got the State to

approve a ten-minute response time so as long as a fire fighter lived with ten
minutes,

the

partment

a

City

lot

could

of people

have that
back

restriction.

on call-

backs.

It did help and got their Fire DeHe thought that might be an option.

He also thought eight full-time fire fighters, at a minimum, were needed to safely

operate and do everything that needs to be done.
Ms. Sara Barsel, 1276 Eldridge Avenue

Ms. Barsel stated these people are at risk when responding to some of the calls.
She thought it was unconscionable to withhold whatever it is the Fire Department
defines as what is necessary to keep the fire fighters safe.
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Ms. Barsel stated she runs the Roseville Alzheimer and Dementia group and also
CHAT. She stated some of the calls the Fire Department gets to pick people up

are because of social isolation and Roseville does not have a way to address that
in this community but the City has people who are responding to some of that.
She thought that was important to understand and to give the Fire Department the

tools, including personnel to do that, as well as possible.
knows from the health questionnaire

The other thing the City

that CHAT put out several years ago, is that

there are lots of people, not just seniors, who have recurrent visits to the emergen-

cy room or something else because the resident is not able to function independently

once

released

from the hospital.

When the Fire Department

is ade-

quately staffed and can expand medical services, she thought the City would be

doing something that is positive for this community, which is not available any
other way.

Ms. Barsel stated the City Council has not had a problem with funding parks and
and various
other things.
She thought this was in a different category
and the City Council needed to find a way to fund what the Fire Department de-

recreation

fines as needs.

No one else wished to comment.

Mayor Roe asked if there was any objection to the Fire Department working with

the City Manager to take the next steps to start developing the budget going forward and funding.
There were no objections to moving forward from the City Council.
Recess

Mayor Roe recessed the meeting at approximately 8: 00 p. m., and reconvened at approximately
8: 08 p. m.
c.

Discuss Possible Changes to the City Code in Support of Temporary Overnight Homeless Shelters

City Planner Thomas Paschke briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the RCA
and related attachments dated March 25, 2019.

Councilmember Groff stated with the information the Council received, he did not

see any costs associated with that and wondered if staff knew what other cities
charged for the different types of permits the cities have.
Mr. Paschke stated staff did not look into all the different fees structures to go
through
go

the

through

process.
an

interim

He did not know what another community would charge to
use

or

conditional

use.

He indicated

for this type of use

moving forward, staff could come up with a different fee structure and figure out
what

makes

sense

to implement.
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Councilmember

Groff thought that would make sense because this is a nonprofit.

Mayor Roe stated at the last discussion, he brought up the City' s Accessory

Dwelling Unit process, which he believed was a permitted use in the Code but
there is

still

an application

form. He was not sure if it is a one- time approval

that

goes forward or if it is something that needs to be reviewed on an on- going basis.
He asked Mr. Paschke

to review the process.

Mr. Paschke reviewed the City process for Accessory Dwelling Units.
Mayor

Roe

noted

dered if that is

the

City

somewhat

has

permitted

uses

to this

parallel

as

in Multi-

well.

Family

Districts.

He won-

He did not know if he wanted

people to go through the City' s full fledged costly Interim Use Process for this
type of thing. He wondered if there was a way to do some sort of Limited Interim
Use process for certain types of uses that are relatively unobtrusive and do not
to have the full

need

open

house

He thought that might be an angle the

process.

City might want to consider as well.
Councilmember Willmus thought the second thing Mayor Roe mentioned made
more sense to him, a hybrid process pertaining to an Interim Use and structure
something that way. With respect to an accessory as a permitted use or something

along those lines, he wondered at what point does it cross the line and in effect
become a conditional use?

Attorney Gaughan thought the line would get crossed once it gets beyond design
standards for how a particular structure may be constructed or screened or setback
and gets into more of an operational type of condition, how many days per year
can it engage in a permitted use or staff size.

Councilmember Willmus stated with respect to a blanket waiver or fees, based

upon whether it was for profit or nonprofit, he would want to be very careful be-

cause the City does have organizations that are nonprofits that could be large organizations. He did not know if he would want to go that route if thinking of that
possibility.

He thought that perhaps the Mayor' s thought of a new process with

an Interim Use being somewhat of the backbone of that.
Mayor Roe stated what he was thinking about in terms of the difference between a
Conditional Use and an Interim Use is that a Conditional Use is a one- time approval

has

a

and

is

good

for

the

five- year time limit

life
on

of

it

the property.

as

a max

and

Whereas an Interim Use typically
allows

the

Council

to revisit

it.

If

that is something the Council deems is appropriate, Interim Uses are typically
things

not

normally

allowed

in the Code

so

that

tends

to maybe

fit

with

this.
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Councilmember

Etten

stated

he understood

the point

of a hybrid

Interim

Use

One of the things that is important to him is somehow having a yearly
look where the Fire Department is checking on the facility before people are
housed for the next month to make sure the facility is meeting some of the basic
Permit.

for health

standards

ty

being

nonprofit

der if it is

an

and safety.
because there

ongoing

use,

He did not think it should be based on the facilibe

could

should

other

this be

issues

reviewed

with

that.

every five

He would
years.

won-

He also

wondered how the pieces would fit together, ongoing safety, as well as the cost to
the City.
Councilmember Etten asked if the City would still look at some sort of notifica-

tion process on a smaller area with a cheaper mailing and the open house happenHe
ing as a public hearing, or something like that before the City Council.
thought this would be done for a new submission only.
Councilmember Willmus indicated that would be something to look at. The other
side of that is Roseville has had a number of churches that have been doing this
for quite awhile without an issue and ultimately where he wants to get to, is some-

thing where the City is not burdening the nonprofit with a fee structure that is impactful

on

what

the

is

nonprofit

doing.

He would like to streamline

the process

for the nonprofit and accommodate what has been done for a number of years. He

thought about leaning towards a new category of Interim Use that is focused on
accommodating this type of thing. He thought that would be the goal and focus.
Councilmember Laliberte agreed with much of what her colleagues have stated.

She thought a Conditional Use process would be too cumbersome and costly. She
thought there might be more discussion about the Permitted Accessory Use, but

she was comfortable where the Council is making suggestions at this point for
maybe staff to bring something back.
Councilmember Groff liked the conversation the Council just had because it narrows this down yet still leaves it broad enough.

Mr. Trudgeon thought the discussion was moving towards a Limited Interim Use

Permit or something that is limited in scope that would not have the normal requirements

for

an open

house

or

extra

notification.

He thought it would still be a

public hearing at the Planning Commission with five- hundred- foot notification, a
term of five years, and then at the end of five years the City would need to decide

if the facility should go through the entire process again or renew it.
Public Comment

Mr. John Shardlow, 2988 Highcourt

Ms. Shardlow stated he was the president of Roseville Lutheran Church Congregation

and

pleased

with

the

way the

conversation

has

gone.

He originally

sug-
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gested the permitted Accessory Use because he thought the City could define the
use

itself

with

some

inspection

requirements.

He stated if this is an Interim Use,

he would suggest one of the areas where there would be flexibility is the time period for which it would be extended or an automatic renewal if there were not any
complaints,

which would

the Church

in

February

be very helpful. He stated there were nineteen people at
families. He thought the
represented
seven different

and

direction the City is heading in is a good one the Church could support.
Mr. Shardlow stated there was a church that could not participate in January and
his church was asked to take that month as well as February but could not because

day non- consecutive day rule. He
ous sixty days rather than thirty days in a year.
of

the sixty-

wondered

if it could be a continu-

Mayor Roe thought the Church could go sixty days with a one- day gap and would
meet

the law

requirements.

He stated that was something to take into considera-

tion.

Ms. Janet Berryhill, 2673 Western Avenue N.

Ms. Berryhill stated she was at the Homework Starts at Home kickoff and heard
about

this.

She

was

at

the meeting

to

support

the

City lowering

the fee.

She

thought the church was doing the community work that the City should be doing.
She would like all of the structures as a community to help address homelessness
She understood there is a cost for staff
was glad the City was looking at this.

and

time, but the church is doing work that the residents and City then do not have to
pay for. She encouraged the City Council to consider rebating the church' s money that has already been paid.
No one else wished to make a comment.

Mayor Roe stated the City Council looked forward to this coming back to the
Council

d.

with the suggested

changes.

Appoint Members to Planning; Parks and Recreation and Public Works Environment

and Transportation

Commissions

Assistant City Manager Olson briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the RCA
and related attachments dated March 25, 2019.
Laliberte moved, Willmus seconded, to appoint Arneson, Brown, and Dahlstrom

to the Parks and Recreation Commission for terms ending March 31, 2022.
Council Discussion
Councilmember
found

of

interest

Willmus indicated he supported the motion.
was

Stephanie Hammer

would

probably be

One of the things he
a good

candidate

for
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the Public Works, Environment and Transportation Commission where he actual-

ly thinks she might slide in and do very well on that Commission with that group.
Mayor Roe thought Ms. Hammer would be a great member on any of the Commissions and the Parks and Recreation Commission might be a good fit but was

not necessarily unsupportive of the other appointments that have been proposed in
the motion.

Councilmember Laliberte stated she was grateful that applicant Hammer ex-

pressed interest in the Public Works Environment and Transportation Commis-

sion, as she was a very qualified member for either.
Councilmember Etten agreed with the comments and thought Ms. Hammer, hav-

ing children, is a prime park user and puts her in the park system on a regular basis, which keeps her in touch with what is going on. He also appreciated Ms.

Hammer' s perspective on connecting with diverse communities, ensuring that the
system is responsive to those different communities, and looking for ways to
make that better which made her a better candidate

than some of the others.

Councilmember Groff stated another thing he liked is that Ms. Hammer would be
a woman on the Parks and Recreation Commission and thought there was a shortage of women on that Commission.

Roll Call

Ayes: Etten, Willmus, Laliberte, Groff and Roe.
Nays: None.

Willmus moved, Laliberte seconded, to appoint Hammer to the Public Works,
Environment and Transportation Commission for a term ending March 31, 2022.
Council Discussion

Councilmember Willmus thought Ms. Hammer would be excellent addition on

that Commission with the background she has with small children and how that

relates to many of the things that Public Works and Transportation Commission
does is a very good thing, particularly when looking to connections for the community in terms of pathways and trails, which is not always necessarily in the
realm of parks. He thought that perspective was not on that Commission and Ms.

Hammer will bring things to that group that typically have not been a part of their
conversations.

Councilmember

Laliberte concurred with those comments and also thought with

regard to conversations about transportation issues in general, that Ms. Hammer

would bring a different perspective than what some of the current members have.
Also,

the

way Ms.

Hammer

has dealt

with

other

work,

given

her background,
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when talking about infrastructure going forward, Ms. Hammer would be very
thoughtful with those items.

Councilmember

Etten stated he was impressed

with Ms. Hammer' s professional-

ism and thought she would do her work, be a great asset to the Commission, and

diversify that Commission, at least in gender, which is very heavy with male
members.

Roll Call
Ayes: Etten, Willmus, Laliberte, Groff and Roe.
Nays: None.

Etten moved, Laliberte seconded, to appoint Kruzel and Pribyl to the Planning
Commission for terms ending March 31, 2022.
Council Discussion

Councilmember Etten thought both candidates would bring a different perspective
from each other, both had good connections to the community or a good under-

standing of planning, and would be great assets to that Commission.
Councilmember Willmus stated he was very impressed with Ms. Pribyl' s interview. He thought she had a skill set that very much complimented Ms. Kruzel on
that Commission.

Councilmember

Groff stated he was amazed at Ms. Pribyl' s knowledge of the

Commission.

Mayor Roe thought Ms. Kruzel brought a perspective of a resident, not somebody

who necessarily has that education or training and professional background but
having served on another Commission before is a plus. He stated with Ms. Pribyl,
one of the things she has is not just the professional perspective is also some of
the transportation

issues and impacts of development

which is a nice perspective

to have as well.
Roll Call

Ayes: Etten, Willmus, Laliberte, Groff and Roe.
Nays:

None.

Councilmember Willmus stated in the future when looking at the tallies he won-

dered if the City could get away from the choice of A, B, C, and D because for
him, that does

not

have any

relevance.
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Mayor

Roe

thought

that

was

a

good

point

and

would

be fine.

He thought the

Council should do an after- process review to see if anything needed to be changed
related to the interview process.

e.

Consider Adopting Resolutions of Support for House File 2031 and Other
Legislation Altering Local Government Aid Funding Formulas

City Manager Trudgeon briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the RCA and
related attachments dated March 25, 2019.

Mayor Roe thought as this moves forward,
into

one

it might make sense to combine this

He stated he did check with Finance Director Miller and the

resolution.

funds to

help with streets. He noted
the City received about $ 400,000 in the last year in what is known as Police State
City

does

Aid,

which

receive

State Aid

some

is based

on

sure if it contributed

the

and

number

MSA

of officers

towards retirement

and

things like that.

He was not

funding under police PERA or more

broadly funding of police operations. The City also receives $ 222, 000 from a two
percent tax on homeowners'

insurance

in the State of Minnesota,

which goes to-

ward helping fund the Fire Relief Association funding.
Mayor Roe stated the City has been seeing a trend on cable franchise fees that
fund communications operations, significantly dropping as opposed to past years
when those fees were actually increasing and having some impact, finally, in cutting the cord situation. The City budgeted for this year $ 470, 000 which the City
may not receive based on whatever is reported in from the cable providers and
that is an area where the City has been spending down the reserve fund pretty significantly to fund a number of operational costs in the communications area and
may be an argument to looking at more sustainable funding to help with some of
those types of costs.

Councilmember Willmus stated with respect to the Resolutions, he would prefer

doing two separate ones.
Councilmember

Laliberte agreed that two separate resolutions would be good be-

cause if HF 2031 dies and does not go forward, the City does not want to have
another
neric

resolution

and

supports

consistent,"

that
the

has it in there.
changing

of

She stated the resolution is a little more ge-

the formula.

She asked to add the words " and

noting that not only is the City asking for the LGA formula to provide

for additional funding for all cities, but it should be consistent.
Mayor Roe agreed.

Mr. Trudgeon asked if the wording should be " to provide for additional and consistent

funding."
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Councilmember

Laliberte stated on line 26, there is the Whereas that talks about

consistent and equitable but in the Therefore Be It Resolved, it only states " additional."

She thought those points about consistent and equitable funding needed

to be factored in.

Mayor Roe asked if Councilmember Laliberte wanted to keep the word " additional" and add in the other two or substitute those two for" additional."
Councilmember

Laliberte

stated she was open but thought " consistent

and equita-

ble" was important.

Councilmember Groff thought Mr. Trudgeon had talked to the lobbyist the City is

paying money to and wondered if she had an opinion on the 2031 bill being considered.

He asked if the lobbyist supported

the bill, indicated where she thought it

was going, and recommended the City support that bill.
Mr. Trudgeon stated the lobbyist indicated if the bill is in the interest of Roseville,
then

to move

forward

with

it.

Whether the likelihood of that passing, it was in-

troduced by a Republican who is a minority in the House, but it did get heard and
thus

could

be included in the House

omnibus

tax

bill.

The feedback he has gotten

is that it is probably not very likely to move too far in this particular session but is
an idea that is being considered.
Councilmember

Groff

asked

if Representative

Becker- Finn

or Representative

Hausman have been spoken to on this bill.

Mr. Trudgeon stated none are on HF 2031 and he did not believe there were any
co- authors

from Roseville

on

the LGA bills

either.

He noted he has not spoken

directly to either one.
Councilmember

Groff indicated that was information he might want to have be-

fore he would support anything.
Councilmember Laliberte did not think the Representatives of Roseville were on

the tax committees that maybe would look for authors that come from those
committees

specifically.

She thought more importantly, when she was involved

in conversations at Metro Cities the conversation was if this is something that
supports

Roseville then it is important

to be heard

on.

Whether it passes or not,

the City should say this is something that the City has interest in, has a stake in,
cares about, and is really part of a broader conversation that the City is trying to
be a part of. The City should have a voice on that rather than being silent even if
this one is not the one to be included in the Omnibus of this bill.

Councilmember Etten concurred and stated the City' s situation is advocating for
how Roseville

can

be

supported

and

this

certainly

would

help

with

the

budget
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when looking at $ 78, 000 this year and next year as it is one more piece that is going to make the budget harder and that affects citizens, how the City can serve
them, and how much the citizens have to pay.
Mayor Roe asked in both Resolutions, does it make sense to have a Whereas

clause, something to the effect that other non- tax revenues are declining, such as
cable franchise fees, if the Council wants to be specific.
Councilmember Laliberte thought it might make more sense in the generic version

to

support

the

She did not think it should be added to 2031 be-

argument.

cause it is already drafted in Legislation.

Mayor Roe did not know that the City is speaking to the language of the Legislation by adding a reason for the City to support the Legislation.
Councilmember Laliberte asked if there were any other examples the City wanted
to put in beside cable franchise fees.
Mayor Roe thought Mr. Miller would be able to add some.

Mr. Trudgeon stated the City is seeing a decline in court fines and interest earnings.

Roe

Mayor

stated

there

is

also

a

decline in MSA

funding.

He

suggested

staff

could put in the Whereas clause based on discussion.
Councilmember Laliberte supported this suggestion.

Willmus

C)

moved,

entitled, "

ment

Aid,"

Laliberte

seconded,

adoption

of

Resolution

No. ?? ( Attachment

Resolution Supporting House File 2031 Regarding Local Govern-

as amended to include the Whereas as discussed.
Council Discussion

Councilmember Willmus thought it was important to act upon this Resolution in
order to get it before the Legislature so that the Legislature is aware of Roseville' s
position. If successful and this Legislations passes, it will certainly be a benefit to
the City of Roseville.
Roll Call
Ayes:

Etten, Willmus, Laliberte, and Roe.

Nays:

Groff
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Groff

moved,

entitled, "

Willmus

seconded,

adoption

of

Resolution

No. ?? ( Attachment

D)

Resolution Supporting Legislation to Alter the State of Minnesota Local

Government

Aid Formula,"

as amended to include the Whereas as discussed.
Council Discussion

Councilmember Groff thought this Resolution was going to be more applicable to
what

happens this

year

in

to address this Resolution

the Legislature.

He thought he had enough information

but felt the other Resolution

was not enough infor-

mation for him.
Roll Call
Ayes: Etten, Willmus,
Nays:

8.

Laliberte, Groff and Roe.

None

Approve Minutes

Comments and corrections to draft minutes had been submitted by the City Council prior

to tonight' s meeting and those revisions were incorporated into the draft presented in the
Council packet.

a.

Approve March 11, 2019 City Council Meeting Minutes

Groff moved, Etten seconded, approval of the March 11, 2019 City Council Meeting Minutes as presented.
Roll Call
Ayes: Etten, Willmus, Laliberte,

Groff and Roe.

Nays: None.

9.

Approve Consent Agenda

At the request of Mayor Roe, City Manager Trudgeon briefly reviewed those items being
considered under the Consent Agenda; and as detailed in specific Requests for Council
Action( RCA) dated March 25, 2019 and related attachments.

a.

Approve Payments

Groff moved, Laliberte seconded, approval of the following claims and payments
as presented and detailed.
ACH Payments

229, 682. 56

92474- 92527

359, 425. 15

TOTAL

589, 107. 71

Roll Call

Ayes: Etten, Willmus, Laliberte, Groff and Roe.
Nays:

None.
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b.

Consideration to approve or deny one Temporary On- Sale Liquor License
and three Temporary Gambling Permits
Groff moved, Laliberte seconded, approval of the Temporary On- Sale Liquor License and Temporary Gambling Permits.
Roll Call

Ayes: Etten, Willmus, Laliberte, Groff and Roe.
Nays: None.

c.

Approve General Purchases or Sale of Surplus Items Exceeding$ 5, 000
Groff moved,

Laliberte

seconded,

approval

of the

submitted

purchases

or con-

tracts for services and where applicable; the sale/ trade- in of surplus items.
Roll Call
Ayes: Etten, Willmus, Laliberte, Groff and Roe.
Nays: None.

d.

Approve Resolution Awarding Bid for 2019 Pavement Management Project
Groff

moved,

entitled, "

Laliberte

seconded,

adoption

of

Resolution

No. ?? ( Attachment ??)

A Resolution Awarding Bids for 2019 Pavement Management Project."
Roll Call

Ayes: Etten, Willmus, Laliberte, Groff and Roe.
Nays:

e.

None.

Approve 2018 Budget Amendments

Groff moved, Laliberte seconded, approval of year- end amendment to the 2018
Budget.

Roll Call
Ayes: Etten, Willmus,

Laliberte,

Groff and Roe.

Nays: None.

10.

City Manager Communications, Reports, and Announcements

Council &

Councilmember Laliberte updated the Council on the Ramsey County League of Local
Government

event with legislatures.

Councilmember Etten stated Mayor Roe, Mr. Trudgeon, and Ms. Gundlach were part of a

meeting of staff and elected officials from Maplewood, Roseville, St. Paul, and Ramsey
County, moving forward the Rice and Larpenteur process and hopefully action. He noted
the meeting

will

take

place on

the

4th

Monday of the month for the next six months.

Mayor Roe stated at each of the meetings, the representative of the Chamber provides information

on

the engagements

with

local businesses

in

the area and

it has been

good

to
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get some of the anecdotal information about the Chamber' s observations,

aspirations,

and

concerns, and it is all documented so the Chamber will figure out a way to make all of
that available as part of the website for the community.
11.

Councilmember- Initiated Items for Future Meetings
Mr. Trudgeon
meeting

will

updated

have

a

the

closed

Council
session

on

the April

8th

City Council meeting, He noted this

to discuss his Annual

Performance

Evaluation.

He

noted the agenda for the April 15th EDA and City Council Work Session and the April
22nd

12.

City Council meeting.

Adjourn

Laliberte moved, Etten seconded, adjournment of the meeting at approximately 9: 08 p.m.
Roll Call
Ayes: Etten, Willmus, Laliberte, Groff and Roe.
Nays:

None.
i
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